LONG LIFE PRAYER FOR TULKU THADRAL RINPOCHE,
JIGME NAMGYAL DORJE

Om Swasti. Wisdom body, Fearless with regard to existence and peace,

Deity, Victorious in battle against the four māras,

Lake-Born one, holding a Vajra in your hand,

May the self-arisen Lotus King protect you!

Expert in teaching, debate, and composition, you make the Buddhist teachings shine.

And with your excellent qualities you work to help others.
JIK MÉ NAM GYAL DOR JEI ZHAB TEN CHING
Jigme Namgyal Dorje, may your feet remain firm.

TEN PAY NYING PO SANG NGAK NGA GYUR WAY
May the light of Drodul Lingpa's teachings,

TEN PAY TSUK GYEN DRO DUL LING PA YI
The crown jewel of the Early Translation School's Secret Mantra teachings,

TEN PAY NANG WAY DZAM LING KHYAB DAL NAY
The essence of all Buddhist teachings, illuminate and spread throughout the entire world

TEN DRÖ DÉ KYI PAL YÖN SAL BAR SHOK
And may the teachings and beings blaze brilliantly with happiness and glorious qualities!

Thinley Norbu made this heartfelt prayer.
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